HOW CAN THE FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION JUSTIFY CLOSING
ESSENTIAL MILITARY BASES IN TIME OF WAR?

They can’t! Not really! But they are using an old technique which they believe will blind and pacify the people while they alter the power structure of the United States. If they are allowed, they will pull the wool over the eyes of those who are supposed to guard the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Unless the people are sharp enough, they will be ‘taken in’ by the technique illustrated below. The power structure of their own country is being permanently altered for global concepts of operation! The Constitutional system relies upon the people to protect it against federal machinations and sedition.

The propaganda press has also been assisting in the attempt to deceive the people and relays the phony doctrines of how we are “saving money”, etc. by closing our bases and realigning them. Closing our bases is being done to complete the “transformation” (as it is being called) into a totalitarian world government system. The federal government has seized authority from state governors and is eliminating their control over their own State Guard units and at the same time denies us adequate national defense! Check out the “Blueprint for the Peace Race”, a federal plan designed for elimination of statehood.

The following technique is constantly being used as the subversive method of keeping everyone fooled who is outside of the secret clique. Realize the truth in the old maxim: “In everything GOOD, there is something BAD; and in everything BAD there is something GOOD!” See how the administration now applies it to the base closings! Notice that within each circle a percent of the area (a small pie-shaped piece), is occupied by an effect that is opposite to the whole. Work of the BRAC Commission fits in the circle on the left. The guise to “save money” fits in the pie-shaped piece within.

THINGS THAT ARE BAD:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Things that are} \\
\text{BAD}
\end{array}
\]

This is how the technique works. It can be applied, and is being applied daily, to every subject matter in which there is a desire to reverse proper views and morals. What is in the pie-shaped sliver is expanded to the proportion necessary to exploit the subject matter sufficiently to attain the global development goal. The opposite factor is hammered over and over again by change artists, “facilitators”, and social engineers, until the public mind accepts the opposite factor as the only logical or acceptable way to view the subject matter.

KEEP THIS FACT IN MIND: THE CONSTITUTION BELONGS TO THE PEOPLE. The federal government is required to abide by it! It does NOT vest public officials with the authority to “transform” this nation and its defensive forces into global structure. Saving dollars is NOT the issue! Independence and safety MUST be the issue!! Protest the Base Realignment and Closure Commission report as it moves before Congress.
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